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Problem:

Millions of adults and children suffer from sleep apnea and respiratory ailments.
While the use of CPAP therapy and masks for other respiratory conditions can
be life saving, the side effects on the skin can range from embarrassing to
acutely troublesome, causing a wide range of dermatological issues, from
unsightly skin indentations to pressure sores and even blisters.

BENEFITS:
� Protects skin from irritation,
strap indentations & ear top chafing
� Helps eliminate dry eye issues
from air blowing into the eyes
� Protects from buildup of oils
� Washable – reusable
� No elastics, straps or hair bands
� Increases comfort of CPAP therapy
� Improves seal
UPC CODE
040232377143
PRODUCT NUMBER:
0003 - colour - Denim
Package Dimensions:
5.5” wide
8.5” high
Payment Terms:
Net 30 days
Pricing:
Sugested Retail $29.95
Wholesale $17.97 + Tx. & Shp.
PACKAGING:
2 Face Cozys per package
Case Pack Qty. 100
Minimum Wholesale Order 100
New Package Front / New Package Back

Solution:
Solution

D
The original FACE COZY®©
was designed by a frustrated CPAP user. When
Diane Roblin-Sharp was diagnosed with Obstructive Sleep Disorder, the first night
was traumatic with the recognition of a loss of freedom that was not easy to accept.
When she awoke the next morning with skin indentations from where the straps had
been, she was shocked. Shock gave way to depression when the marks remained
visible all morning.

Diane tried all the proposed solutions available without success and so set to
designing something that would work. After much trial-and-error with fabrics,
D emerged as a welcome solution to the
designs and patterns, the FACE COZY® ®
frustrations of CPAP/Oxygen therapy – not only for Diane, but for thousands of
D totally erases strap issues; for
others. For most, the FACE COZY®®
others, it greatly reduces the associated marks and irritations and makes wearing the
masks more comfortable. When sleep is improved, energy and health are improved.
And now Face Cozy is pleased to present the Face Cozy II - the Second Generation,
a tiny bit thicker with increased bridge-of-the-nose and lower cheek coverage.
Recommended replacement - every 3 months
Made from 100 percent Polyester Lambskin Fleece

And now - the Face Cozy II

Vendor: FACE COZY INTERNATIONAL
Diane Roblin-Sharp - diane@facecozy.com
1405 Pentecostal Road, Cobourg ON CAN

Mobile - 905-914-3555

Office 905-852-6349

Retailers will be linked and listed on our
website for the convenience of customers

Stay Cozy!

A Few Testimonials
Made in Canada

What a great product!! I have been using this
product for close to 2 years and can’t believe how well it
works. I used to get up in the morning and my face would
have deep ridges on my face and neck from the straps on
my CPAP mask. I could count on one hand the number of
times I have had a mark on my face in the morning since
using the Face Cozy. I would pay double the price they ask
if I had to. They can last well over a year. I would highly
recommend the Face Cozy.
David J. Butcher
I just awoke from a great sleep and just had to share this
with y’all. If you or someone you know uses a CPAP
machine for sleeping, and are not particularly appreciative
of having those annoying facial marks left by the mask
straps in the morning, have a look at the invention called
Face Cozy. Easy to use, improves sleeping comfort,
eminently affordable and most importantly IT WORKS
AS ADVERTISED! (Mine did)
Cheers John Bobaljik
Your Face Cozy is such a brilliant invention. Just the
ticket! I know so many people like myself, who will bless
you every morning they wake up without an indented
face! :) Wow, going to The Creator for inspiration works.
Belinda Burston

I find with mine that the Face Cozy actually keeps my nose
pillows in position better. Before I was wearing the Cozy,
they seemed to slip around a bit. The Cozies are quite
comfortable to wear.
David - Milton, Ontario
I find the Face Cozy very effective. It has made a big
difference in my ability to wear my mask all night long.
Before the Cozy, my mask was so uncomfortable that I
couldn’t tolerate it for the full night and would regularly
take it off in frustration in the early morning hours.
David G. - Waterloo, Ontario
My husband was diagnosed with sleep apnea over 10 years
ago. His sleep quality drastically improved from the onset of
using a CPAP machine - my sleep quality drastically
decreased. For more then 10 years, I have struggled to attain
a full nights sleep due to the noises generated from his mask.
After his first night of using the Face Cozy, I did not wake up
once! Since the onset of using the Face Cozy, I have
maintained quality sleep and feel completely refreshed when
I wake up in the morning! Thank you so much for this
quality fleece! It has revolutionized our life!!!
Jerdelle P. Brechin, Ontario

I love the Face Cozy. I used to be afraid people would think I
had scars on my face in the mornings because of strap
Well the first night I guess I didn’t put it on quite right and impressions from sleeping with my CPAP mask.
Now I don’t have that problem!
the bridge of my nose was very irritated in the morning,
D.R.L. - Uxbridge, Ontario
I also felt quite warm. But last night I put it and then the
mask on in front of a mirror and everything stayed in place
LOVE MY FACE COZY! These Face Cozys are a face
and I had the best sleep in a long time. My husband who
saver! I can’t tell you how many times I would just stay in
was watching me put it all on told my “you look really
cute baby!” Awe he is a sweetheart and he felt for me with the house because my face looked like I was beat with a
stick, but now I no longer worry about those painful strap
the lines on my face - so we have his approval too.
marks. The product is durable and remains soft even after
The best part NO LINES ON MY FACE!! Wow I was
many washes. This second order is not because the Face
so completely surprised, as I had done the mask a little
Cozy isn’t lasting, but because I lost one while on vacation.
tighter and expected some lines, but there was nothing
there in the morning. In fact the moment I woke up I raced From Amazon .com
for the mirror to check and was so happy, and as I said the
best sleep in a long time.
I am definitely thrilled with the Face Cozy. You have a
very great little item there and I love it.
Donna, Oshawa, Ontario

Stay Cozy!

Would you wear a shoe without a sole?
Then why would anyone wear a CPAP device without a Face Cozy?

